NOTES AND QUERIES

DRAGONFLIES, ANYONE?

Anyone interested in or knowing of any special folklore articles or literary references dealing with dragonflies and damselflies is please requested to contact: DR. B. ELWOOD MONTGOMERY, 906 NORTH CHAUNCEY AVENUE, WEST LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 47906. Dr. Montgomery is Professor Emeritus of Entomology at Purdue University and is the compiler of Selysia, A Newsletter of Odonatology (the study of dragonflies), and has published a number of scholarly articles dealing with the many folk names of the dragonfly.

A NOTE ON INTER-OFFICE MEMO PARODIES

The virtually ubiquitous office copier (Xerox, Thermofax, etc.) has spawned a new development in the subliterature of the general broadside tradition. Falling somewhere between the chain letter and the broadside parody, these anonymous and spurious office "memos," surreptitiously duplicated and passed from hand to hand, assume the format—in both appearance and literary style—of the formal inter-office directive and deal with topics of immediate national and social interest. They are often mildly obscene in tone. One whole category of such "memos" in the 1960's dealt with nuclear fall out shelters and evacuation procedures. Because of their topical and off-color nature, these documents are in circulation for only a brief period but occasionally they do find their way into company employee publications. The general phenomenon seems to be nationwide and dates to the introduction of photo-copiers into general office and business use. By definition, such items never become part of oral tradition, but are transmitted literally from hand to hand and are conventional in form and content.

The most recent example of this photo-copy subliterature deals with the current national collegiate fad of "streaking." This particular example is from Pampa, Texas. Readers possessing or knowing of other examples of such memo parodies on this and other topics are encouraged to deposit them in their local archive.

April 15, 1974

TO: ALL OFFICE MANAGERS

FROM: MANAGEMENT

SUBJECT: STREAKING
IN VIEW OF NUMEROUS INQUIRIES DEPARTMENT HEADS HAVE HAD AS TO COMPANY POSITION ON "STREAKING," THE MANAGEMENT HAS ADOPTED THE FOLLOWING REGULATION:

Streaking will be permitted, as follows:
Female employees will streak on odd days.
Males on even days.
On payday, all employees may streak, subject to the following:

1. Girls who have tattoos on the lower half of their bodies such as "sock it to me" or "what you see is what you get" will not be permitted to streak, due to inspection regulations.

2. Men with tattoos such as "let it all hang out" will not be permitted to streak. Also, men with tattoos of butterflies, roses or elves will streak with females.

3. Junior executives may carry their brief cases while streaking; however, the usual rule applies—Junior executives may never carry any business paper, but may carry the usual, such as box of Kleenex, lunch, wife’s shopping list, and Playboy Magazines.

4. Girls with bust size larger than 36B must wear a bra, while in file area, or around any Xerox machines. Girls smaller than 36B should not try to impress people by wearing a bra.

5. If you streak in any area where food is served, you must wear two hair nets. These will be available in the vending machine by the cafeteria.

6. In the event your physical make-up is such that your sex cannot be determined, such as flat chest for girls, or long hair on boys, you must wear a tag stating "I am a boy" or "I am a girl." Tags will be attached on girls with hair pin or paper clip; on boys with rubber band. Please return paper clips and rubber bands to stationery supplies after you finish streaking.

7. Girls may wear jewelry while streaking, but in no event should they bend over to retrieve it, should it fall. (Due to insurance regulations.)

8. No female beyond her seventh month of pregnancy, or those wishing to become pregnant, may streak.

9. No mixed streaking in dark hallways, broom closets, or under desks.
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